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THE END oF MOROCCO BOUND??

INCE MY LAST EDITORIAL (Monocco BouNo,
May-August 2003), developments have recently
arisen which may now prevent this journal fiom

continuing as a viable national publication for Australian
bookbinding.

While the NSW Guild Committee. the producers ol
Monocco BouNo, were considering the question of whether
the journal's future may be better served by the issue of an

annual publication instead ofquarterly. advice was received
f,rom the Queensland Bookbinders Guild that. owing to
increased insurance premiums costs. certain economies were

to be effected. One of these economies was the withdrawal of
the Queensland Cuild tiom the national publication. The

Queensland Guild has been an enthusiastic supporter of the
national publication since its inception and their withdrawal
will be -ereatly missed.

Much has been reported about increases in liability
insurance premiums for prolessional and other organisation
indemnity insurances that many people and bodies have
withdrawn their support for continuation oltheir functions.
Morocco Bound now seems to be another casualty. It is

quite clear that, apart from insurance premiums. other costs
to produce the iournal cannot be sustained by the NSW
Guild alone.

With the withdrawal of the Queensland Guild fiom the

national publication, the marketing situation has also vastly
chan_sed. Readers would in tuture be required to subscribe
to Morocco Bound on an individual or personal basis. Such
uncertainty casts great doubt on the journal's viability.
There seems no way to continue publication of the journal
and I would not recommend that the NSW Guild to incur a

deficit on this operation.
At best, Morocco Bound could become an extension of

the cunent NSW New'sletter and this maybe the proper course

of action lor the NSW Guild Committee to take. It may be

possible to publish future articles on bookbinding and book
reviews in NSW Newsletter. Afier all, the nanre Morocco
Bound was derived from the early NSW Neryslerler so the

name may thus return to that publication lrom whence it came.

lf , so ntote it be,that this is the final issue of Morocco
Bound,I wish to place on record my appreciation to all the

contributors and to those people associated with is production.
I have sincerely enjoyed being its editor.

John R Neu,land,
Editor.
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PLAYTNG WITH TRINDLES
ThisratlterittterestingofiiclewassubmittedD_r,ArthurJohnson, theesteentedbookbintler.fromHertfordshire,UK.This
nrcthod for fontarding is utrfantiliar to the Editor o/ N'Ionocco Bouro. As sone degree of wtclerstanding is required,
opinions were souglttft'otn other professional bitrders. Several of the respottdents ltad tlot heatd of this method but one
binder did caution that the use of trindlesfot'bookfontardittg v:as extrenrelt'comple.r and dfficult to handle, so that it was
rarelv used. Despite this, Arthur's article is published hercv'ith in the hope that someotte catt'simplif:" its nteattitrg.

DIFFICULT FORWARDING OPERATION is

cutting the ed-qes ol a flush jointed book 'in
boards'. The method is best fbr fine bindinss in

the -uenuine raised and sunk cord styles but may be adapted

for books sewn on tapes. There must be an even tension
between the sewn sections and suflicient swell to back the
spine without heavy shoulders.

Following normal procedure the spine is glued, rounded
and backed. Boards cut in a board chopper have broken
edges; therefbre it is pref'erable to trim them in the press

and plough. Two boards cut l2mm larger than the size ol
the book are adhesive taped together and marked 'fiont'
and 'back'. Figure I.

Spine edges are cut flrst. The guide line is made with
the point of a knife and accuracy is assured if the plough
blade runs in this groove. The taped boards backed by waste

card are trimmed in the plough without the use olcuttin_u
wedges. Figure 2.

In order to trim the heads a right an_ele is scored using
a knife and carpenter's square. Figure 3.

The boards are cut to the size ol the book's smallest
leaf; therefbre the distance is measured from the joint to
the fore-ed-ue. Mark this measure across the boards and

cut the fore-ed-ses to this line. Retape to hold the boards

firmly. Similarly measure the hei_eht ol the book. mark on

this the tails and trim. Remove the tape and reverse the

boards. Il they line up exactly the cutting has been

successtul.

Lace on the boards but leave them free to be moved for
a little distance up and down.

The binding is put in
the press hetween hoards

and the spine layered with
paste. Alter a ten minute
interval the paste is
scraped ofl to remove
surplus ,elue and to 'set'

the shape of the back
permanently.

In order to cut the head

the ed-ee of the front board

is placed flush with the
joint and then lowered to

the required square. Pencil

a -suide line alon-e the top

ol the board and continue
it across the fore-edge.
Fi_uure 4.

FIGURE 1
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The ed-se can be cut without the aid of cuttin,e wedges

although it is wise the use them when trimming large books.

Boards and text should be protected tiom the pressure of
the press. An accurate trim is achieved if the plou-eh blade
is removed and rested on top of the press and the tiont
board. Its point should touch the pencilled guide lines alon-e

the head and across the fore-edge. Waste card thicker than

the depth of the joint is used to protect the cheek of the

press. Sharpen the blade and with rhythnric strokes cut

through to the waste. The shoulder tblds are cut with a

scalpel. Figure 5.

Follow a similar procedure when trimmin_s the tail.
In preparation to cut the fbre-edge. measure the distance

tiom the joint to thc narrowest leaf and draw guidc lines
on both sides.joinin_u thenr across the head and tail.

Figure 6.

FIGURE 6

Trindles are used in cutting. Made of thin brass they
are similar to army button sticks, measuring'7 x2Vzinches
(175 x 65mm). They are tied to-sether loosely in pairs.

Figure 7.

Insert the trindles between boards and spine with the

cords in the slots. Rest the boards on the bench and this
will cause the spine and fore-edge to t-latten. If the fbre-
edge is not strai-eht extra pairs of trindles or metal rulers
are placed beneath.
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Fi_sure 8 illustrates the arrangement prior to cutting.

The assembly of book. cutting boards. waste card and

trindles is held tightly in one hand whilst the other removes
the trindles by their cord. With the boards han-uing all is
eased into the press until held tirm by the wed-ued boards.
The screws are loosened evenly and gradually hand
pressure is put on the wedges, book and waste card until
the cutting boards are level with the top ol the press. Should
any part be displaced it is better to remove everythin,s and

make another attempt. Ti-shten the press. As previously
described accLrrate trimnrin_u is achieved by first laying the
plou-sh blade across the top of the press and cuttin-e board;
make certain its point touches the drawn lines. Sharpen
and replace the blade and cut methodically. Fi-sure 9.

FIGURE 8
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Large books are difflcult ro control but the assembly
can be held in both hands whilst a colleague removcs the
trindles and operates the screws of the press. Should there
he difficulty the spine is prevenred from slippin_v back to
its rounded shape by usin,s the trindles to flatten it and
binding the sections tightly with sofr rape. Fi-uure 10.

A further method is to arrange it on a thin pressin-u

board. The press is stood vertically and the assembly is
easily slid between the cheeks of the press. Figure I I.

When all three edges are cut to satisfaction. paste under
the loosened cords. set the squares and place the bindin_s
in the press to set the boards in their linal position.

Cuttin_s 'in boards' is an achievement and the results
are pleasin_u and practical. The fore-edge ola book trimmed

BOOKBINDING

In l52l Andrew Lisly. a bookbinder, was employed
for 199 days at Eton College repairin_s the library. The
records show he was paid four pence per day in wa_ees,

and one shilling per week in commons. The bursar bought
for his use 20 call skins. 36 white sheep skins, 5 pi_v skins
and 28 red skins. 100 plates of horn, 500 copper nails (to
be set round the ed_ses ofthe boards, like bosses), l0 pound
and a quarter ol strips of brass, 7 pound of brass wire,27
pairs of clasps. and a quantity of _ereen and red thread.
glue and needles.

The English binder. Roger Payne (1739-97). is lamous
for the simple elegance and high standard of his gold
tooling. Other aspects of his art however were rather
suspect, according to the well known Dr Dibdin.

Didbin wrote - "The great merit of Roger Payne lay in
his taste - in his choice ol ornaments, and especially in his
working of them. It is impossible to excel him in these two
particulars. His favourite colour was that of olive, which
he called Venetian. In his lining, joints and inside
ornaments, our hero _eenerally and sometimes melancholily
failed. He was fbnd ol what he called purple paper, the
colour of which was as violent as its texture was course. It
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betbre roundin-s is shaped as a series olsteps as the backing
will be made by the section. This is noticeable with books
with thick -eatherings and irregular sewing. Figure l2a.

However a fore-ed-se cut with the boards in position -

with the aid of trindles - has. after backin-e. a re,eular curve.
It is trimmed accordin-s to the position of each leaf. This
superior method is ideal when the edges are to be gilded or
coloured. Fi_sure l2b.

ODDS AND ENDS

was liable also to change and become spotty, and as a
harmonizin_s colour with olive. it was odiously discordant.
The joints of his hooks were -eenerally disjointed, uneven,
carelessly tooled. and having a very unfinished appearance.
His backs are boasted of for their firmness. His work is

excellently lorwarded - every sheet thirly and bona-fide
stitched into the back. which was afterward usually coated
in Russia.: but his minor volumes did not open well in
consequence. He was too fond ol thin boards, which in
fblios produces an uncomfortable effect, from lear oi this
being inadequate to sustain the wait (sic) of the volume".

The exact period when gold blocking was first applied
to bookcloth is clearly marked by the publication of Lord
Byrotr's Life and lVorks, in l7 volumes. The volumes were
published monthly and had a sale of about 20,000. They
were bound in 

-qreen 
cloth, and the first volume was issued

in 1832 with a _ereen paper label on the back, matchin-u the
cloth in colour. on which was printed, in gold, the title and
a crown: on the succeeding volumes the paper label was
dispensed with. and the crown and title was stamped in

-eold upon the cloth itsell.

TAPE D
ECTIONS

FIGURE 1O

FIGURE 12
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A TINY VOLUME
The smallest book ever printed since type was invented is.

perhaps. the microscopic edition of Dante's Divine Contedt,.

which was exhibited at the Paris exposition ol 1882. The
volume ol 500 pages was somewhat less than half-an-inch

square. Two sheets of papersufliced to contain all the 14.323

verses. The type in this tittle book was cast in 1834. but no

conrplete book had hitherto been turned out. the ditflculties
for cornpositors and revisers bein_u so arduous that no one

would continue the work f or any len_cth of time.

THE USE OF LETTERS
It may not he generally known to the reading public how much

each individual letter of the alphabet is used D. h. n. o. c. and

U are in third place as re,sards ordinary use; t. s. a, i. and r are

in second place, being used a very little otienerl I and m are

in tburth place, with I g, y, u, p. and b close atierward: j and k

are not common as compared to the rest; while z. Q. and x are

used least of all. The letterc is in first place. heing used far
ofiener than any other.

THE INK OF ANTIQUITY
Accordin_s to the Roman naturalist Pliny and other authors,

the basis ol the ink used by ancient writers was tormed of
lamphlack or the hlack taken tiom burnt ivory and soot fiom
furnaces and baths. Some also have supposed that the black
liquor which the cuttlefish yields was fiequently employed.
One thing is certain. that whatever were the component
ingredients, from the blackness and solidity in the most ancient

manuscripts. from an inkstand found at Herculaneum. in which
the ink appears as thick as oil, and tiom chemical analysis,

the ink ol antiquity was much more opaque. as well as

encaustic, than that whic is used in modern times. Inks ol
different colours were much in vogue. Red, purple. blue, and

gold and silver inks were the principal varieties.
The red was made from vermilion. cinnabar. and carmine:

the purple lrom the nurex. one kind of u,hich. called the purple

encaustic, was appropriated to the exclusive use of the

emperors. Golden ink was much more popular mon-s the

Greeks than among the Romans. Durin,e the middle or dark
ages the manufacture both of it and of silver ink was an

extensive and lucrative branch ol trade. and the illuminated
manuscripts which remain are a strikin_u prool of the high
de,sree olperfection to which the art was carried. The makin-e

of the inks themselves was a distinct business; and another

connected with it, and to which it owcd its ori-ein. was that of
inscribin-e the titles, capitals as well as emphatic words. in
coloured and gold and silver inks.

PUNCTUATION
It is strange that the use of points fbr purposes ol punct-
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uation should be such a comparativell, modern invention.
Of the four -uenerally-used points only the period (.) dates

earlier than the lifteenth century. The colon is said to have

been lirst introduced about 1486, the comma some thirty-
five years later and the semicolon (;) about 1570. It is

difTicult to understand how the literary world dispensed
fbr so many centuries with the uselul points, and their lack
must have added to the toil ol the decipherer ol written
documents. When we remember what curious inversions
of meaning may be caused by the misplacing of a comma,
we marvel how early authors contrived to escape strange
misreadin-ss ol their works. in which no points -cuided the

students.

NIINIATURE
The origin of the word ntitiaturc is as follows: In the -solden
days of Roman literature, to he a successf ul author was to be

as great as a king, Ibr kin-ss lookecl to their poets lor
immortality. as Augustus Caesar did to Horace. Hence it was

to be expected that authors would f'eel their importance and

display more or less vanity. One of their weaknesses was to

see their portraits painted in artistic iashion in their parchnrent

books. This work was intrusted to artists called ntiniatorcs

that is. artists whose work was lar-uely done in verrnilion. a

colour extracted from cinnabar and called by the Romans

turitrittrunt. Those nrrrrrarorzs chose the oval lbnn tbr their
beautifully brilliant portraits on the parchment books, and

hence the origin of the term ntiniatutz. a small hand-painted
oval or round portrait.

HOW TO SPLIT PAPER
According to Popular Science News. there are Lwo ways of
splittin-e a piece of paper. One is to lay the sheet of paper on a

piece of ,slass, soak it thorou-ehly with water. and then press it
smoothly over the glass. With a little care the upper half of the

sheet can be peeled off leavin_s the under half on the 
-slass. 

Let

this dry and it will come off the glass easily: of course the

slass must be perfectly clean. The second way is a better one,

but it requires some good practice. Paste a piece ol cloth or

stron,s paper on each side of the sheet to be split. When it has

thoroughly dried. pull the two pieces of cloth apart suddenly
and violently. The paste can then be softened with water, and

the two halves oi the sheet easily taken off the cloths.

THE INFLUENCE OF COLOUR
The intluence of colour upon the complexion and,ueneral tone

of the toilet is very striking. Blondes should avoid the lighter
shades of blue. which are apt to -eive an ashy hue to the

complexion. The darker shades ol blue may be worn more

recklessly by the blonde than the bri-shter shades. because

throwin_q out the complexion in high relief upon an

MOROCCO BOUND
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accommdating. backuround, and the darker and more velvety
the shade the finer is the efTect. Brunettes cannot wear blue
becomingly, since this shade when shadowed by a yellow skin.
enters into a composition olgreen, and the tawniness of the
complexion is increased. The florid brunette can risk the
wearing of blue. Green is a dangerous colour fbr brunettes
but well adapted to the t'air. A pale brunette can efl'ectively
wear red - it heightens the effect of the brune beauty. It is

stated by a reliable authority that

crintsotr should be chcu'ily indulged itt by the brutette,
but crintsort nnt, be w,ottt with safeq, by the blonde.
Yellow is highh becontittg to the pale brunette, atrd
especially br gaslight.

Yellow -erows paler and softer in artiflcial than in natural light;
it enters into the olive shade in the brune skin with a soltening
effect giving it a rich. creamy tint that becomes beautiful in
contrast with britliant dark eyes and nch dark hair. The artists
long ago discovered what milliners are slow to perceive, and
that is that yellow clears everythin-s.

woRDS, WORDS, WORDS.
Ethics from ethos, custom.
The dollar was the German thaler.
The ,suinea was first made in Cuinea.
The florin was first made in Florence.
Mortal
Moral

from rrar'. meaning to nnr, to kill.
from rrros, which means simph custotn

Sandwiches were first made by Lord Sandwich
The mark was stamped with the lion of St Mark.
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Baize from Bajac.
Dimity from Damiettct.
Jeans from Jean.
Damask is lrom the city of Damascus.
Satins from Zaytotltr, in China.
Velvet is from the Italian. vellute,woolly.
Vellum Latin fbr a hide or pelt.
Serge derives its name from Xerga, a Spanish

name for a peculiar woollen blanket.
Shawl is the Sanscrit sala (floor) Shawls were first

used as carpets and tapestry.
Bandanna is from an Indian word to bind or tip.

because it is tied in knots before dyeing.
Alpaca from an animal in Peru, of the llama species.

from whose wool the labric is woven.
Diaper is not fiom D'Ypres, as is sometimes stated,

but from the Greek diaspron, fi_sured.
Buckram takes its name fiom Fostat a city of the

Middle Ages, fiom which modern Cairo is
descended.

Calico lrom Calicut. a town in India, formerly
celebrated for its cotton cloth, and where
calico was also printed.

Blanket is called after Thomas Blanket, a famous
clothier, connected with the introduction ol
woollens into England about 1340.

WHERE COLOURS COME FROM
The cochineal insects lurnish a great many ol the very fine

colours. Amon-q them are the gorgeous carmine. the
crimson. scarlet, carmine, and purple lakes.

The cuttlelish gives the sepia. It is the inky f'luid which the
fish discharges in order to render the water opaque
when attacked.

Indian yellow comes fiom the camel. Ivory chips produce
the ivory black and bone black.

The exquisite Prussian blue is made by fusing horses' hoofs
and other refuse animal matter with impure potassium
carhonate. This colour was discovered accidentally.

Various lakes are derived from roots. barks and _sums.
Blue black comes from the charcoal ol the vine stalk. Lamp

black is soot from certain resinous substances.
Turkey red is made from the madder plant, which grows in

Hindostan.
The yellow sap of a tree in Siam produces gamboge; lhe

natives catch the say in cocoanut shells. Raw sienna
is the natural earth from the neighbourhood ofSienna,
Italy. Rarv umber in also an earth fbund near Umbria
and burned.

India ink is made irom burned camphor. The Chinese are
the only manuf'acturers ol this ink and they will not
reveal the secret of its manufacture.

Mastic is made from the gum olthe mastic tree which grows
in the Grecian archipelago.
Bistre is the soot of wood ashes.

Very little real ultramarine is found in the market. It is
obtained f,rom the precious lapis-lazuli, and com-
mands a labulous price.

Chinese white is zinc. scarlet is iodide of, mercury, and
native vermilion is from the quicksilver ore called
citutabar.

Law

Black

A S legu, simply that which lies in due
otder.
douhtless comes fiom night.the absence of
light.

Electricity from electron. amber. fiom which it was
discovered.

Yellow comes from the trees with reference to their
autumn folia-ee.

Green is from the same root as 6rzrro. referrin_s to
the trees and vegetation.

Influenza so named because the epidemic was
supposed to have been caused by the
planets.

Magenta a red or crimson dye derived from aniline.
first brought into use near Magenta, Italy.

Rose, pink, violet. copper, bronze, orange, lemon, hazel
(chestnut), ochre. ash, from ob.jects in
nature.

Superstition that which remains or stands over, that
which lin-sers after an opinion has been
exploded.

Blue is of uncertain origin. probably from the
German for lead, thou-sh possibly from the
Swedish name for lnk.

ORIGIN OF NANIES OF FABRICS
Muslin is named from MosuL, in Asia.
Taffeta and tabby from a street in Ba-sdad.
Dru-eget is derived from a city in Ireland, Droglteda.
Cambric from Cambrai. Gauze has its name from Gaza.
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The final pressin,s of a newly bound book is an essential
step in order achieve that nice a solid f'eel to the tinal
product. Pressing is also essential in a cased book. when
the endpapers are nipped immediately alter pastins down.

Most of us use some sort of mechanical press to exert
the required pressure. I have owned fbur presses over the
years. includin_g one foldin-s portable ntodel. The other
three, like others I have seen in home binderies, have been
of very similar configuration and size. They all have two
platens of between A.4 and loolscap in area. The upper
platen is raised and lowered via a wheel or handle which
turns a screw throu-gh a yoke. My current press has a
'daylight' or pitch of no more than 9cm.

But are these presses actually book presses / I suppose
the fact that they are used fbr pressing books _sives them
the right to that title, but the small amount ol dayli_eht
reveals their original purpose. The typical type of press
described above is actually a letter press. and was designed
and built to copy letters.

From about I 780 until at least the early years of the
20th century, before the advent of electrostatic copyin_e and
carbon paper, these presses provided the rnain nreans ol
creating pcrmanent true copies of documents.

The process of letter copying involved the use of a

special ink on outgoing correspondence. The relevant sheet
ol paper - perhaps a lettc'r or an invoice - was rnoistened
and placed in a copyin-u book. This book was ntade up of
sheets of opaque material. and when the book was pressed.
in a copyin,u or letter press. an imase was translerred to
the verso of the adioinin_u copybook sheet. This produced
a permanent, positive image, viewed fiom the recto side.

Most of the letter presses used by home binders today,
and which one occasionally sees in antique shops, would
have been manufactured between abour I 850 to I 900. They
are ofien very attractive items of equipment, with brass
fittings and even painted coachwork. They can be sub.iect
to rust, but it is an easy job to rub your press down with a

wire brush and coat it with a rust resistant paint.
Letter presses have been used for other purposes too.

Graphic artists, and schools. have used them fbr various
activities, such as block printin_e.

I do not recall ever having seen, in any old illustrarions
of binderies or binders at work, a small sized book press,

such as the letter press just described. Arnett's Brnlropecre
(1835), fbr instance. which is the first published book-
binding manual. only illustrates three rypes of lar-se or
standin-s presses. Before mass produced case binding, the
volume ol work that hand binderies had to cope with meant
that a stack of books. all at the same sta-qe olcompletion,
would often be pressed together. A press with a good
distance between the two platens was a necessity.
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Johnson's Mnnuel oF BooKBTNDTNC illustrates both a

nipping and a standin-s press. The nippin-s press shown is
what is sometimes called (incorrectly). a standing press.

but the latter is actually a very large piece ol equipnrent
indeed. Those ofus who attended binding courses at Sydney
Technical College will be familiar with the presses there.
These are all nipping presses. accordin-9 to correct
definition, as are the three large presses at the Cuild
workshop. Now diflicult to find, they usually sell fbr rrrore
than $500.

The standing presses referred to above were often built
ol wood, though with a metal screw. They can be up to six
t'eet tall.

Wooden presses are occasionally seen in antique shops.
They usually resemble a medium sized nippin,u press. and
have a slidin_e drawer below the lower platen. They are

invariably linen presses. Thou-eh not sturdy enough to use

fbr book pressing. binders may well have used them, but
only for pressing handkerchiefs and underwearl

The NSW Cuild Library has an excellent book on the
history of letterpresses - Berone PHorocopvrNc: THE ARr
nNo Hrsrony or MEcHeNTcAL PHorocopyrNc by Barbara
Rhodes and William Streeter. The authors -eive a -uood rulc
of thumb lor determining whether a press has been desi-uned

fbr copying or binding. If the press has 'daylight' ol
between two and fbur inches, and a lower platen area to fit
an ei-eht by ten inch book, it is probably a copying press. Il
it has rather more than iour inches of dayli-sht (i.e. enou,uh
to flt a number of average sized books) it is probably a

bookbinder's press.

John Turner.
Sydney, NSW

A BIG BOOK
Queen Victoria may have owned the largest book ever
bound. Containin-s her Jubilee addresses of con_sratulations.
it wei_shed 63lb (28.6k_u) and was l% t'eet thick.
The question is - How was it rounded and backed?

WHAT'S THAT SNIELL .....?
There are modern pesticides able to prevent dama_9e to
books by insects, but in 1890, the lollowing concocrion
was offered to readers of Tse BnrrrsH BoorMaren, a trade
journal:

Take eclual parts of pov'dercd camphor and fittelt'
chopped tobacco, cmd thetr sprinkle this nrixture over
the shelves. Tltis operatiott sltould be repeated everr
6 or I motrths.

MOROCCO BOUND
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BOOK REVIEW
Claire van Vliet & Elizabeth Steiner: Woven and Interlocking Book Structures.
250 x l90mm I44 pages with black and white photos and many. many line drawings throughout. From the Janus.
Steiner and Geln Presses.2002. Paperback distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Elizabeth Steiner,
PO Box 60 026. Titiran-qi. Auckland 1230, New Zealand $69.00 includes postage. Emai[: steiner@iprolink.co.nz

Rear cover

laire and Elizabeth have developed a distinctive
bookmaking style that I have admired fbr a long
time. Shaped pa-ues interlock and force us to interact

with them dilferently than in a conventional book. Strips
weave throu-eh covers and pages literally and visually
holding them together. There is a beauty in the precision
of the measured folds and cuts that appeals just as a well
designed machine: they are well planned and skilfully
executed. It is satisfying to turn the pages of their books
savouring the colours. textures of the papers and see how
they ruor*. My en-sineer fhther would have been impressed.

This publication graciously offers the instructions lor
the basic structures of l5 books for us to mimic. I can see

how I could first create these book structures (with my own
choice of materials), then that would lead on to
understanding the structures enough to explore them and
then develop my own expression of those skills.

At first I was quite daunted at the apparent complexity
of the structures. However, the instructions are detailed
and achievable. There are step-by-step line drawin-ss to
lead you through. A clear head would help the work - don't
try this after a late ni-sht or a few glasses of, wine. You do
need to be able to measure, score, fold and cut accurately.
Good hand skills are essential. If not, you will have a major

Frott cover

schentozzle. This is not fbr beginners or those of us who
love only textured f ibrous plant fibre papers and are aller-eic
to rulers. However. it will be a rare delight to anyone
interested in paper en-eineerin-u or unique book structures.

So many book artists make relatively simple books that
are primarily about content (how many concertinas do you
see in exhibitions'l'l?). Claire and Elizabeth's books start
with distinctive structures. Their inventive approach to
bookbinding is refreshing. I would be very curious to see
what a group of book artists would make after learning a

lew of these structures and then taking them in their own
directions.

A black and white photograph of each book is at the
beginning of that section. It is too bad its not colour, just
because it would show off the work more fully, but I know
this would have added to the cost. It is a bit hard to discern
the start of the chapters without extra white space or big
headin-us, but that is my only criticism. The glossary is good.
It is not a _ulossy colfee table book to flip throu-uh - there is
real meat here. Get out your crafi knives and bone folders
and dig in!

Reviewed try Jean Kropper,
Denistone East, NSW.
email: jean @ kropper.com
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